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Taking One for the Team
Increased pressures and a realization that their firms
need fresh thinking is making some directors leave voluntarily.
By Ka ren Ka ne
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The Takeaway
There’s a growing—and compelling—case
for successful directors to walk away from
the board on their own.

Sometimes it takes a board evaluation to prod
change. “It’s rare that people say, ‘ I don’t have the
skills the board needs now,’ but sometimes evaluations do spur people to think,” says Joe Griesedieck,
vice chairman of Korn Ferry and managing director of Global Board and CEO Services. More than
80 percent of directors say that a skills-gap analysis of the full board is a useful tool in driving effective board composition, according to the National
Association of Corporate Directors.
In her case, McGarvie’s expertise in building
brands is why Accenture recruited her. The company is now among the most recognized consulting
brands on earth. She continues her board work
for one private and two public company boards.
“I’m looking for my next board, where I can bring
my cumulative experience to bear on another
organization.”

At the same time, firms are recognizing a need
to bring women, people of color and younger board
members who can offer new skill sets and different
perspectives on issues. Fred G. Steingraber, chairman
and CEO emeritus of A.T. Kearney, serves on multiple
boards, and one of his private firm boards recently
realized that it needed some fresh blood since all the
current members are around the same age.
“Nobody wants to admit that they’re ready to go
off the board or give up the seat that they have,” he
says. “They’ve enjoyed it. They’re seeing the success
that has been achieved in the last couple of years.”
Steingraber saw the obvious solution: “I took
it upon myself to say I would be the first one to go
off the board.” Now he is advocating for the next
step, to develop a policy on terms and age limits to
mitigate the risk of repeating this problem of succession planning for boards.
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